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Business and regulatory requirements for information and cyber security are changing rapidly.            
In the futures industry, FCMs, prop traders, brokers, CTAs, CPOs and certain vendors may be               
impacted by NFA, CFTC and SEC regulations, international, US and state laws, and accepted              
‘best practice’ security measures. The topic is complicated, important and urgent. At VSEC,             
LLC our experience is that most firms do not have the information and cybersecurity protections               
appropriate for their business, and also lack the internal expertise to identify, prioritize and              
resolve those gaps. This paper summarizes some of the regulatory requirements and practices             
for information and cyber security in the futures industry, and describes one way companies can               
address their need for security expertise by leveraging external “virtual Chief Information            
Security Officers” as advisors.  
 
 
 
Information and cyber security should be driven by the need to identify and protect the critical                
data and systems that an organization needs to succeed. An effective security program is a               
process of continuously:  
 

1. Identifying critical data and systems 
 

2. Implementing protections  
 

3. Monitoring the effectiveness of the protections 
  
These simple points are the core of all security programs.  Execution is the challenge. 
  
 
 
Regulatory Guidelines and Requirements 
 
Regulatory, compliance and legal requirements place specific obligations on supervised firms.           
For futures markets participants, as part of the wider financial industry, information security             
standards may be set by the NFA, CFTC, SEC, as well as national and state laws, plus the                  
need to follow professionally accepted information and cyber security practices. Each regulator            
has somewhat different priorities and approaches to information and cyber security, the good             
news is that there are common themes and requirements which they all address.  
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NFA 
 
The NFA follows a ‘principles based’ approach to information security, with guidelines that give              
members some flexibility to focus on what is most important to their business. All members,               1

however, must have a written “Information Security Systems Program” (ISSP) that covers,            
among other things, the access and protection of customer data. Furthermore, all members             
must demonstrate that they follow their ISSP policies and procedures. 
 
Supporting these policies, the NFA requires that firms have an accurate inventory of systems              
and data, conduct risk assessments, and identify and protect against threats to physical and              
electronic assets. They also require that firms actively monitor and update their hardware and              
software environment (including software patches), and follow a process to archive, monitor and             
report system activity, flagging inappropriate events for review and response.  
 
More information is available via the links below to NFA Interpretive Notice 9070 and to the                
NFA’s FAQ list for Cybersecurity  2

 
 
CFTC 
 
CFTC information and cyber security points tend to be more detailed than NFA guidelines.              
Required actions may include: 
 

● Security governance processes, documenting responsibilities and reporting lines, and         
specifying which security activity and events are monitored and reported with what            
frequency. 

 
● Ongoing review of policies and procedures, making sure they follow current professional            

standards, such as NIST  and ISO.  3

 
● Maintenance and verification of devices, hardware and software infrastructure, and          

software applications and data, with protection priority determined by their business           
importance and risk. This includes inventories and updating software.  

 
● Procedures for monitoring unauthorized access (attempts and breaches), and allocating          

and enforcing appropriate access controls to restricted systems and data.  
 

1  NFA Interpretive Notice 9070 - Rules 2-9, 2-36 and 2-49: Information Systems Security 
https://www.nfa.futures.org/rulebook/rules.aspx?RuleID=9070&Section=9 
NFA Rule 2-9 covers FCMs, CTAs, CPOs and IBs.  Rule 2-36 covers RFEDs.  Rule 2-49 (CFTC 
Regulation 23.602) covers swap dealers and major swap participants  
2  https://www.nfa.futures.org/faqs/members/cybersecurity.html 
3  http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-100.pdf 
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SEC 
 
SEC rules and guidelines have wide visibility and influence. In addition to directly regulated              
securities entities and activities, the SEC sets expected management controls for public            
companies. SEC information and cyber security standards are becoming more demanding. In            
September 2017 SEC Chairman John Clayton stated, “the scope and severity of risks that cyber               
threats present have increased dramatically, and constant vigilance is required to protect            
against intrusions.” Among other drivers, this urgency reflects 2017 findings of the SEC’s own              4

security policies as well as their recent breach. Pain flows downhill: the SEC will “prioritize its                
efforts to promote effective cybersecurity practices within the Commission itself and with respect             
to the markets and market participants it oversees.”  Fair warning.  
 

 

4SEC Cybersecurity Statement https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/statement-clayton-2017-09-20 
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What to Do?  Action Plan 
 
Faced with these requirements, many firms struggle to develop an information and cyber             
security plan, often waiting for audit findings to drive their security actions - a reactive cycle that                 
can be difficult to end. Parts of any security plan will require common steps, some elements of                 
which are summarized below.  
 
 
Risk Assessment 
 
The first action many firms take is to conduct an external Risk Assessment of their current                
situation. You can and should do internal assessments, but regulators and auditors place             
higher value on (and sometimes require) independent evaluations, as it often is difficult to              
identify weaknesses or gaps in one’s own work.  
 
As a first step of a risk assessment, firms need to create and verify an inventory of all hardware                   
devices, hardware and software infrastructure, operating systems, applications and data. If you            
don’t know what you have, you can’t know what to protect or to protect against. That inventory                 
then should be compared to the company’s critical business, systems and data requirements.             
This linking of assets, business activities and business priorities is what allows assessments to              
focus on what is most important.  
 
A risk assessment will cover the following steps: 
 

● Identify what needs to be protected and plausible risks  
 

● Assess the potential business impact if those risks are exploited (considering their            
probability and potential severity) 

 
● Prioritize the risk and protective gaps, then document a plan to address these  

 
● Record and track progress of the plan - with executive and board reporting  

 
● Monitor the effectiveness of these protections 

 
 
Penetration Tests 
 
A key risk assessment step is to conduct a Penetration Test, a controlled attempt to break into                 
external and internal systems. Penetration tests often identify misconfigured hardware or           
software infrastructure, discover that manufacturer default passwords still are being used, or            
identify systems that allow direct unfiltered database access. Specialist firms conduct these            
reviews, leveraging their knowledge of frequent configuration problems, common software risks           
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and popular attack vectors. Penetration test results are documented, prioritized and become            5

part of the risk assessment and plan.  
 
 
Vendor Reviews 
 
Operationally, many business support functions and services that used to be done in-house now              
are outsourced. Systems that once were built by internal IT departments now are purchased,              
leased, or used as a software service, with data and systems in a remote and vendor controlled                 
“cloud”. These externally developed or provided systems still must be checked for appropriate             
security standards. This often is done through third party certificates or vendor statements that              
certain standards are followed, although in critical instances a direct review may be needed or               
at least prudent.  
 
 
Training Programs 
 

● The FBI reports that some 90% of company security exploits resulted from employees             
clicking on an email link or opening a webpage with embedded malware. All it takes is                
one click and a firm’s systems can be attacked from inside.  

 
● Many employees analyze customer or financial data on spreadsheets, and if copied to a              

laptop or done at home, remove that data from a controlled systems environment.  
 
These are simple examples of data and systems risks that all employees should understand.              
More importantly, these are human and behavior issues as much as technology issues.             
Information Security Awareness Training programs are a common way to educate employees to             
better understand security risks and how to modify their own behaviors to be safer.  
 
Some firms implement lots of DO NOT policies rather than recognizing that many potentially              
risky behaviors reflect people's work habits or needs. Studies suggest that the best way to               
change a behavior is to change expectations around that behavior. With Information Security             
Awareness Training, if people believe they will bring malware into an organization by clicking on               
links, then eventually they will stop clicking on links - although habits are slow to change. Also,                 
experienced CISOs often can identify ways to mitigate risks to a manageable level so that               
people can get their jobs done with limited modifications or constraints. Regarding the             
spreadsheet example, password protecting spreadsheets with critical data, providing remote          
secure access to files, and automatically encrypting laptop hard-drives could provide sufficient            
data protection while supporting a mobile or distributed workforce.  
  

5  OWASP publishes a list of the top web application security risks and protections. 
https://www.owasp.org 
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Security training programs also exist for technologists. “Defensive Programming” is the           
technique of designing, building and testing systems with the assumption that unexpected            
events will happen, including security attacks. All developers should be familiar with the             
inherent vulnerabilities of the languages they use, (e.g., the risks of direct memory access with               
C), as well the common risks in certain functions (like database queries and updates). Security               
is an afterthought for too much software. Instead, security should be considered throughout the              
development lifecycle of a system. Training can help teach both the How and the Why of                
effective systems security.  
 
 
Written Policies 
 
There are two common approaches to documenting security policies and standards. One is to              
research and document best practices, make those the official policy, and then use the policy to                
force organizational changes (or at least punish people who don’t follow the policies). You              
could call this an ‘idealist’ approach. An alternative ‘pragmatic’ approach is to document current              
practices, test them for protection effectiveness, then prioritize and target those which need             
changes, making improvements over time. There are advantages and disadvantages to each.            
A reality check is that the NFA requires firms to test and demonstrate that their policies are                 
being followed on at least an annual basis, so idealists may need to improve quickly if they don’t                  
want to have pre-documented their compliance shortcomings. (With security policies: If you say             
you are going to do it, you need to document it, and then prove that you actually did / do it.)  
 
 
Best Practice versus Good Enough 
 
It is worth noting that while NIST or ISO best practices specify certain protections, you may                6

decided that some data or system risks are acceptable for your business. A documented policy               
is allowed to say ‘we understand there are risks to not doing xxx but have decided to accept                  
these risks and instead will protect and monitor that protection by yyy and zzz’. More limited                
steps may be good enough, especially for systems or data that are not business critical. Expert                
guidance on the frequency and severity of certain cyber risks can help guide decisions around               
the benefits versus the cost, effort and complexity of different levels of protection.  
 
 
Incident Response Plan 
 
Cyber security professionals have lots of jokes around the theme that there are two types of                
companies, those that have been hacked and those that know they’ve been hacked.             
Organizations should constantly monitor to see if their protections have been broken, and             

6  Both the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) set best practice standards for information and cyber security.  Info at 
https://csrc.nist.gov  and  https://www.iso.org/isoiec-27001-information-security.html 
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should have pre-established plans for how to respond and recover from different breaches,             
including customer notification and communication requirements (some of which are legal           
obligations). A written Incident Response Plan (IRP) that covers these points is a fundamental              
business and security requirement, as is having a pre-established incident response team. Per             
the joke, you can only respond once you realize you’ve been hacked, which is late to start                 
planning a response.   7

 
 
The Attraction and Distraction of Security Technology Solutions  
 
A traditional view of cyber security was to build a network wall (firewall) to keep dangers out and                  
then assume safety within the protected environment. Problems with this approach include that             
there often are many ways to access an environment: mobile devices, remote access, wireless              
connectivity, web interfaces, etc., which makes perimeters hard to protect. Layers of protection             
and compartmentalization of users, systems and data are more effective security approaches,            
tightly managing who and what needs to access which systems and which data.  
 
Hardware and software security tools are important, and there are literally thousands of             
companies offering security technologies. The desire to buy an external security solution is             
appealing, although it often is hard to distinguish between the promise and reality of some               
technologies. A bigger challenge is the complexity of integrating one or more security tools into               
an operational business. Poorly implemented tools can hide or even create security problems.             
An experienced Chief Information Security Officer can help evaluate security technology           
products and guide towards those which are most effective and appropriate for a business, but it                
is important to understand that security isn’t something that just can be bought with hardware               
and software tools, it requires understanding how to identify and manage risks.  
 
 
CISOs and Virtual CISOs 
 
Firms in all industries are realizing that they lack the internal expertise to design and monitor an                 
effective, efficient and regulatory compliant information and cyber security program. When they            
try to hire someone with that expertise they next discover there are not enough qualified Chief                
Information Security Officers (CISOs) to go around. One estimate is that there may be 1000               
top-level cybersecurity experts globally versus an immediate need for ten to thirty times that              
number. By another estimate, there are over a hundred thousand information security            8

positions currently unfilled in the United States. When companies are forced to designate a              
security officer they do so, and many people are promoted into Chief Security roles without the                

7  Per a Ponemon Institute global survey of 2016 identified breaches, it took firms an average of 191 days 
to discover the breach and then 66 days to contain it.  Both numbers are 5% improvements from 2015.  
8 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevemorgan/2016/02/10/new-white-house-cyber-chief-job-is-posted-on-usaj
obs-gov/#4a5a45714d6e 
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appropriate technical, security and operational experiences, which generally are considered to           
take 10 to 15 years to acquire.  
 
Security over-promotions follow common patterns. One is to hire or promote a junior security              
person to a CISO title with hopes they quickly will grow into the role. Alternatively, many firms                 
view their security needs primarily as technology or operations issues and give ‘and Security’              
responsibilities to a current IT or Operations executive. Or, they look at the regulatory              
documentation elements and assign ‘and Security’ to Compliance or Legal officers. While            
adding security responsibilities leverages existing executive skills and knowledge of the           
company, it is hard for executives to build their security expertise if they retained other critical                
corporate roles.  
 
The latest gap in security expertise is at the board level. Recent standards set by the National                 
Association of Corporate Directors require boards to have direct access to information and             9

cyber security expertise, with boards and board members now being held responsible for the              
effectiveness of information and cyber security programs. Responsibilities include board review           
of identified information and cyber risks, board approval of the security strategy, making sure              
that responsibilities and resources are appropriately allocated, and monitoring the effectiveness           
of these programs, including timely updates on critical incidents.  
 
For boards and senior executives, “I didn’t know” is not an acceptable response to              
security failures.  “You should have known” is the new requirement.  
 
 
Faced with a lack of security knowledge and a requirement to obtain it, what should boards and                 
executives do? One approach, which is gaining traction for firms addressing each of these              
expertise gaps, is to contract with an experienced Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) on a               
part-time advisory basis while retaining executive security responsibilities within the firm. These            
part-time contracted security advisors are called “virtual CISOs”, and they allow companies to             
leverage a combination of regulatory, industry, technology and policy expertise they need            
without the requirement to find and hire a highly experienced CISO on a full-time basis. An                
experienced virtual CISO can provide a range of supporting roles including: 
 

● Mentoring newly appointed security officers, speeding their professional development as          
well as guiding priorities, projects and purchases 

 
● Advising and guiding those with different professional backgrounds or multiple executive           

responsibilities (the ‘and Security’ winners) 
 

9  NACD Director’s Handbook on Cyber-Risk Oversight, 2017, https://www.nacdonline.org/Cyber  ‘NACD 
Publishes Five Cybersecurity Principles Every Board Director Needs to Know’, 
https://securityintelligence.com/nacd-publishes-five-cybersecurity-principles-every-board-director-needs-t
o-know/ 
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● Advising boards and senior executives, helping them manage their information and           
cyber security responsibilities and decisions, presenting security risks and choices in a            
prioritized business context  

 
The National Association of Corporate Directors explicitly recognizes the benefits of virtual            10

CISOs as a way for boards to access necessary information and cybersecurity expertise.  
 
 
 
Motivation 
 
All of this security information may sound confusing, seem like a lot of work, and feel like a                  
distraction from ‘real business’ issues. Unfortunately, the business risks are real. They come             
from targeted attacks on certain industries (especially finance ), as well as widespread phishing             11

attacks that look for any system or user with a vulnerability. Ransomware, stolen secrets,              
hijacked or destroyed systems - all happen daily. To be confident you are managing your               
business in a safe manner, protecting yourself, your customers and the other firms you work               
with, you can view the time and energy spent implementing appropriate security measures as              
an investment. Once information and cyber security are part of your business environment and              
culture, then it will feel like the obvious thing to do. The transition is the hard part, but regulators                   
are there to provide encouragement...  
 
 
Disclaimer and Next Steps 
 
This perspective is an introductory briefing on information and cyber security issues for the              
futures industry. The actual regulations and protective security measures are a bit more             
complicated. Either because they lack or suspect they lack the necessary expertise, many             
companies are turning to external security specialists (e.g., virtual CISOs) to assist in             
understanding, prioritizing and implementing their information and cyber security requirements.          
VSEC LLC provides these advisory services, so feel free to contact us if you would like to                 
discuss these issues further or if you are looking for guidance on how to identify and address                 
your specific security needs.  
 
 
Email  info@vsecllc.com 
 
John Falck and Michael Phillips 
Founding Partners at VSEC, LLC 
  

10  https://www.nacdonline.org/cybercenter 
11  Ponemon Institute, 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study.  
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VSEC, LLC 
 
 
VSEC, LLC is an information and cyber security advisory company. Founding partners John             
Falck and Mike Phillips have many years experience in the derivatives industry, with both of               
them originally working for O’Connor & Associates through the Swiss Bank and UBS mergers.  
 
Formerly Director of IT Security for the Americas at UBS, and then the Information Security               
Officer of the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, for over 10 years Michael Phillips has been the                 
Chief Information Security Officer for Rosenthal Collins Group in addition to his consulting roles              
as a virtual CISO. Mike has a computer science degree and an MBA from Northwestern               
University. He also has a lot of security certifications and knows most of the CISOs in the                 
Midwest. 

 
 
 
John Falck held multiple business, operational and IT management roles at SBC and UBS              
before working at CME where he was a Managing Director of IT during the explosive growth                
years on GLOBEX. He subsequently disappeared for 10 years to do algorithmic trading before              
re-surfacing in 2016 to work with Wickr, an encrypted messaging company. John has             
engineering, business and computer science degrees from Northwestern University, London          
Business School, and the University of Chicago.  
 

   
 
 
 

------------------------------------------ 
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